Possessive Nouns in Sentences

Write the correct form of possessive noun in the blanks to correctly complete the sentences.

1. My ________ eraser has been all used up. (pencil)

2. We go out to eat at ________ Restaurant on most Saturdays. (Zippy)

3. There is a telephone in my ________ bedroom. (parents)

4. The ________ glow was the only source of light in the area. (streetlamp)

5. I found this football in ________ backyard. (Charles)

6. The ________ glue has left a bad taste in my mouth. (stamp)

7. The ________ manuals can be found on the shelf. (programs)

8. ________ family visits Hawaii at least once a year. (Anna)

9. There are many rare animals living deep in ________ jungles. (South America)

10. The ________ dog had puppies this morning. (Andersens)

11. You can hear the ________ bark late at night. (dogs)
Possessive Nouns in Sentences

Write the correct form of possessive noun in the blanks to correctly complete the sentences.

(1) My ____ pencil’s ____ eraser has been all used up.

(2) We go out to eat at ____ Zippy’s ____ Restaurant on most Saturdays.

(3) There is a telephone in my ____ parents’ ____ bedroom.

(4) The ____ streetlamp’s ____ glow was the only source of light in the area.

(5) I found this football in ____ Charles’s ____ backyard.

(6) The ____ stamp’s ____ glue has left a bad taste in my mouth.

(7) The ____ programs’ ____ manuals can be found on the shelf.

(8) ____ Anna’s ____ family visits Hawaii at least once a year.

(9) There are many rare animals living deep in ____ South America’s ____ jungles.

(10) The ____ Andersens’ ____ dog had puppies this morning.

(11) You can hear the ____ dogs’ ____ bark late at night.
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